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CALLING ALL
PHOTOGRAPHERS!
SHOOT OUT 2021
The Shoot Out 2021 and Wall Calendar 2022
competition is happening now!

2021 Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC

Mark your calendars!

Wall Calendar Deadline: July 30, 2021
Shoot Out Deadline: September 17, 2021

Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC
708 Blair Mill Road
Willow Grove, PA 19090
www.asplundh.com

Please email your best Work-Related and Nature photos to:
corpcomm@asplundh.com

Printed on recycled paper

Social icon

Square
Only use blue and/or white.
For more details check out our
Brand Guidelines.

Rules for entry:
1. Up to 10 entries can be submitted per person.
2. Must be high-quality, high-resolution images.
3. Please provide details for each photo, including where
and when the photo was taken, subject information, etc.

SAFETY SUCCESS

BRUCE MELLOTT
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE SAFETY
Bruce has been vice president since 2016 in the Home Office in
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. He works closely with our teams across
the globe to ensure proper safety procedures are met and updated as
new technology arises. Bruce and Asplundh Tree Expert, LLC are
partners for SafeProduction®.

SAFETY SUCCESS IS NO ACCIDENT
I have always looked at spring as a time for new beginnings
and opportunities. Leo Tolstoy, a Russian novelist and
playwright, once wrote, “Spring is the time of plans and
projects.” Nowhere is that more true than at Asplundh, with
2021 being a continuation of a few things we have already
started, as well as the beginning of some that are new.
The Physical Readiness System (PRS) – our branded
stretching and flexibility program – will be expanded to
include educational components. Employees will still be
encouraged to perform stretching exercises at the start of
the day and before periods of enhanced physical activity.
Recorded webinars, which will be offered monthly as an
enhancement to our safety meetings, will cover topics such
as fatigue management, nutrition, hydration and slip/trip/
fall prevention. Support will be available to employees from
Occupational Athletics coaches to answer questions on
these topics and help employees work on their strength,
balance and flexibility to help reduce pain and the risk of
injury. To date, we have seen close to a 90% reduction in
the frequency of soft tissue injuries among work groups who
have embraced these concepts. We will look to build on
these programs in the near future.
Perceptions surveys will be delivered to another 20% of
our workforce in an effort to help us understand the strengths
and weaknesses of our program. Only then can we improve
our safety culture. Knowledge Vine has been our partner
on this journey for the last two years, and we look forward
to their continued partnership in helping us improve. My
personal thanks to all those who have participated in these
in the past.

months of testing in conjunction with the manufacturer,
these tools are now available and being deployed to crews
across the country. We continue to introduce the use of
wedges into our tree felling practices and are currently
collaborating with ArborMaster on developing some new
Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for the use of
Single Rope Technique (SRT)/Stationary Rope System (SRS)
climbing in line clearance.
These are just a few examples of initiatives that the
Safety Operations Group is introducing to our teams. These
programs continue to show why Asplundh is the leader in this
space and the contractor who continually brings solutions to
our customers.

On another note, unfortunately this past March we lost
a valued member of our safety family with the unexpected
passing of Chrissy Bowers. Chrissy was the Corporate Safety
Group’s senior administrative assistant for the last five years.
Her smile and positive attitude were infectious. We miss her
friendship and dedication, but are thankful for having had the
opportunity to work with her. She will be forever remembered
and missed as a member of our team.

Take care of one another and stay safe,
Bruce Mellott
bmellott@asplundh.com

In addition to enhancing programs that support employee
physical readiness, we are also working on introducing new
tools and work methods. The introduction of Husqvarna’s new
dielectric pole saw provides tree care professionals a tool
that delivers an extra measure of safety when working around
energized conductors or trees under tension. After several
SPRING 2021
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SAFETY & TRAINING:
IN PARTNERSHIP WITH
All Stops
‘All Stop’ Awards are granted to a person or crew that requests a work
stoppage due to a safety hazard that could cause significant damage or
injury. It reflects the continuous dedication our crews have toward keeping
themselves and their fellow team members safe while on the job.
To start us off, in August 2020, General Foreperson Jose Campos and
one of his crews from Don Redden’s Region in Texas were working on storm
restoration duty for Oncor when he noticed downed branches resting on a
three-wire secondary. The spacing between the wires was causing a safety
risk and needed to be mitigated so that the primary did not come in contact
with the secondary. Campos called an ‘All Stop’ and requested a power
outage so that they could have the wires safely repaired before removing
the downed branches without causing more damage to the power lines.
Superintendent Roger Galvan took the crew to lunch to commend them for
the ‘All Stop’ call.

The safety risk discovered by Campos, which
prompted an ‘All Stop’ so that the wires could be

Then, in September, Journeyman Josh Bender from Matt Pence’s Region
repaired before his crew continued working.
in North Carolina was preparing to fell a tree on Duke Energy property when
he noticed a potential spring pole-type situation. He then saw an employee in a potentially dangerous position. He called an
‘All Stop’, notified the employee of the situation and they determined the best way to mitigate any hazards was to reposition the
rope higher and eliminate the potential for a spring pole.
Also from Matt Pence’s Region in North Carolina in September, Foreperson Bobby Bennett realized that his crew’s chipper
truck was stationed on a curved roadway, creating a blind spot for both oncoming traffic as well as his crew. Bennett called an
‘All Stop’ and moved the truck off the main road and into a vacant driveway to safely continue the work for EnergyUnited.
Lastly, in January 2021, Foreperson Derrick Houston from Don Hogan’s Region in Mississippi was doing routine
maintenance work for Mississippi Power when a homeowner came out of his house to mow the lawn. Houston noticed the
homeowner driving his lawn tractor into the line of fire of their mini-mechanical trimmer. Houston immediately called an ‘All Stop’
to halt work, then spoke to the homeowner to inform him of the safety risks. The homeowner agreed to maintain a safe distance
and stay clear of the work zone. Thanks to Houston’s gracious learning moment with the homeowner, he was able to keep
everyone safe and continue the routine trimming job.
Congratulations to these three crews for their great attention to detail and constant
awareness of their surroundings to keep themselves and others safe while on the job!

Houston (R) was awarded
a high-vis jacket by
Supervisor Jimmy Spicer
and Manager Don Hogan
for calling an ‘All Stop’
that kept a homeowner
and his crew out of
harm’s way when the
Bender (L) and Bennett (R) were rewarded with a fishing trip and a
dinner to thank them for calling ‘All Stops’ that kept their crews safe
while on the job.
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homeowner entered the
work zone of a routine
maintenance job.

SAFETY SUCCESS

Tree Felling Trainings
During tree felling trainings, our training leaders discuss best
practices for how to safely fell a tree, what the proper precautions
for equipment used are and define various methods of cutting
techniques. Our safety trainers travel to various regions across the
United States to teach and update regional trainers.
In August, Senior Corporate Safety Trainers Mark Foster and
Ray Apking demonstrated to a group from Matt Pence’s Region in
Statesville, North Carolina how to correctly cut an open face notch
a quarter of the way into a tree, how to stack wedges and how the
wedges work when aligned properly. During this particular training
session, a blue-tailed skink lizard made an appearance during their
break at lunch!
As the fall temperatures began to drop, Foster traveled up the
East Coast to Delaware for another tree felling training session. In
November, he led students from Steve Miller’s Region on proper face
and back cuts, as well as discussing equipment and felling setup.

Foster snapped a photo of Apking (far R) demonstrating and
discussing notching techniques in Matt Pence’s Region in
North Carolina.

Then, in December, Senior Corporate Safety Trainer Caesar Bustos
took the lead on tree felling training when he went to Beeville, Texas
to teach trainers from Dave Robinson’s Region about safety and
procedures. Soon after, Bustos went up north to a snowy Washington
in January to lead another tree felling training for JP Paulsen’s Region,
where they practiced their cuts and brushed up on their knowledge.
While Bustos was in the cold and snowy Pacific Northwest, Apking
took training to the tropical climate of Hawaii. Under the bright sun,
Apking and the students from Steve Connolly’s Region perfected their
tree felling skills, then discussed and trained on a 5-to-1 rigging system.

Dave Robinson’s Region trainers in Texas practice cuts
on their own stumps with direction from Bustos.

Tree felling trainings ensure that our tree fellers work safely and
efficiently. At Asplundh, our continuous training keeps our crews
knowledgeable and ready to tackle any job with the most up-to-date
skill set!

Pictured are students from Steve Connolly’s Region in Hawaii

A group from JP Paulsen’s Region in Washington practices their

discussing notch depth with Apking.

cuts after instruction from Bustos.
SPRING 2021
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Apking reviews proper knots with students from Mark Williams’s

A group from Justin Vetch’s Region in Florida poses for a quick shot

Region in Indiana.

before learning about AFC systems and practicing climbing.

Climbing Trainings
Climbing trainings are critical for those who really want to get up into the action. Climbing jobs are not for the faint of heart, but
our Safety Operations Group always prepares climbers – whether new or seasoned – to reach new heights in their skills.
In November, Senior Corporate Safety Trainer Ray Apking traveled to Indiana to lead a climbing training session for trainers
in Mark Williams’s Region. With the proper rope, knots and saddle adjustments, these trainees were able to practice their
climbs and brush up on their skills.
Then, in January, Senior Corporate Safety Trainer Joe Kern went to Florida to lead a group from Justin Vetch’s Region
in proper climbing techniques and systems, including the Adjustable False Crotch (AFC). Training RSS Randy Soria also
conducted a “Train the Trainer” program during the session.

Rigging and GRCS Training
Rigging training is part of the regularly rotated training schedule provided by our
Safety Operations Group. Rigging and climbing typically go hand-in-hand and
involve skills that are equally important to maintain. Whether working on storm
duty or performing routine maintenance, proper rigging techniques can keep a job
safe so crews can work more efficiently.
During an August 2020 rigging training in Josh Magrath’s Region in Oklahoma,
Bustos taught the group how to rig trees with ropes, blocks and pulleys, then they
were given the opportunity to put these new skills into practice.
In January, Foster was back at it with a rigging training for Matt Pence’s
Region in North Carolina. While there, Pence’s Region also hosted students from
Robbie Adkins’s and Doug Smith’s Regions for a Good Rigging Control System
(GRCS) training session. The GRCS is used for lowering or lifting heavy loads
from trees and tree branches. The GRCS was invented by Greg Good, who made a
special appearance to discuss proper use, safety procedures and offer guidance
to these students.
Top picture: Bustos leads a rigging training in Oklahoma.
Bottom picture: Good (orange hard hat) discusses GRCS in North Carolina.
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COMMUNITY OUTREACH

COMMUNITY OUTREACH:
DERIK WOLFE’S REGION
SUPPORTS BIG BROTHERS
BIG SISTERS

Pictured L-R: Shapiro, Clayton, Wolfe and Irwin during the John Walson Jr. Golf for Kids’ Sake charity golf event.

On September 14, 2020, Manager Derik Wolfe from Pennsylvania, along with Vice President
Shawn Shapiro, General Foreperson David Irwin and PPL Representative Michael Clayton joined
forces to participate in the John Walson Jr. Golf For Kids’ Sake annual fundraiser which benefits
the Big Brothers Big Sisters of the Lehigh Valley (BBBSLV). “Our region has been sponsoring the
BBBSLV for about five years now and it’s an honor to support youth empowerment and growth,”
Wolfe said.
The goal of the Big Brothers Big Sisters organization is to provide children facing adversity with
one-on-one mentoring relationships to enable a brighter future. Hundreds of children in the Lehigh
Valley area are in need of guidance, emotional support and friendship from positive role models.
Service Electric Cable TV and Communications of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania hosts the annual
charity golf outing, which was renamed in 2012 in honor of Service Electric’s former president,
John Walson Jr., who was a long-time supporter of the BBBSLV.
This year’s fundraiser took place at the Woodstone Country Club in Danielsville, Pennsylvania.
Through this event, members of the surrounding communities raised nearly $70,000 to support the
BBBSLV’s “Big” and “Little” mentoring programs.
SPRING 2021
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TECHNICAL SERVICES:

A NEW CREW & RESEARCH UPDATES
Written By:
Stephen Hilbert
Manager
Kieran Hunt
Municipal
Manager
Geoff Kempter
Manager

At the Asplundh Home Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, you will find a small, but mighty,
department there called Technical Services.
Technical Services provides a multitude of
vegetation management resources to our field
operations including specialized training, industry
research and involvement, bid support, public
relations and regulatory requirements. Some of
the training workshops offered to the field discuss
topics such as Industry Standards and Best
Practices, Integrated Vegetation Management
(IVM), Utility Arboriculture, Tree Risk Assessment
and ISA Certified Arborist test preparation.
Additionally, Technical Services hosts educational
workshops about insects and diseases that
impact our operations, such as emerald ash borer,
spotted lanternfly and oak wilt. Most recently,
two members of the department were featured
on the Asplundh Facebook page discussing the
impact of the emerald ash borer, continuing the
conversation about these insects through virtual
means. They also provide training sessions to
meet specific customer requirements or for other
unique circumstances. Throughout COVID-19,
these trainings have mostly been virtual, but when
restrictions are lifted, Technical Services will start
conducting in-person sessions again.
Within the last year, there have been some
changes to the faces in Technical Services.
After a little more than 43 years of service,

Bee pollinating a flower on SGL33 property.
Credit: Dr. Carolyn Mahan, Professor, Penn
State, and Head of Research, SGL33
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Technical Services Manager Dave Krause retired
in February 2021. With thoughtful succession
planning in mind, Stephen Hilbert joined the
department in 2019 and has now taken over
Dave’s responsibilities. Bringing more than 16
years of prior experience to the company, Hilbert
has a wealth of knowledge to effectively assess
and communicate best practices for arborists
and other vegetation management experts. The
department also introduced a new team member
in 2020: Municipal Manager Kieran Hunt. Hunt
brings a broad range of expertise to the team,
including urban forestry and utility vegetation
management. Former Bid Specialist Brad Ellis
has moved into Asplundh’s field operations, but
Manager Geoff Kempter continues to provide
urban forestry and utility arboriculture expertise
from his location in Michigan, while Administrative
Assistants Phyllis Visco and Cathy Ollis research
and compile detailed information for utility bids,
and other government and municipal contracts.
STATE GAME LANDS RESEARCH UPDATE

In addition to providing services to the
field, Technical Services monitors industry
developments and participates in research to
ensure that our operations are up-to-date with
trends and best practices. A big part of that

TECHNICAL SERVICES
models, they discovered: 1) Different plant diversity was the
best overall predictor of bee abundance; 2) In the relatively
small power line ROW, they found nearly 30% of all the bee
species known in Pennsylvania were represented; and 3)
Using IVM to maintain lower growing plants can result in a
high diversity of flower visiting insects.

The SGL33 researchers monitor birds at the sites.
Credit: Ian Fisher, UGRD Research Asst., Penn State

research has been their role as one of the cooperators at the
State Game Lands 33 (SGL33) Research and Demonstration
Project, which has yielded decades of valuable data.
To provide some history, in 1953, the SGL33 research
and demonstration project was created to address concerns
over the effects of herbicides on game species and habitat.
Conducted on a plot of Pennsylvania Game Commission
property in central Pennsylvania, the study looks at the types
of vegetative cover that develops following various chemical
and mechanical treatments, as well as the types of wildlife
that are present. While they were initially interested in game
species, the project has expanded to include studies of
all kinds of wildlife – most recently including bees and
other pollinators.
The research cooperators have mostly stayed the same
over the years and include Asplundh, the Pennsylvania Game
Commission, FirstEnergy, PECO and Corteva. The current
head of research is Dr. Carolyn Mahan, who is a professor of
biology and environmental studies at The Pennsylvania State
University. Studied for 68 years, SGL33 is the longest-running
research project of its kind.

In addition to the bee and pollinator studies at the SGL33
research site, they also conducted studies at their sister site in
Green Lane, Pennsylvania. Between these two locations, they
studied and compared data for birds, snakes and ground
beetles. As with SGL33, an IVM plan enables native plants
to dominate without the need for planting, offering birds and
snakes nesting cover, food sources and a sustainable nesting
success rate. Some of the birds found included songbirds,
wild turkey, American woodcock, and ruffed grouse, with
some of the snake species including northern red-bellied,
northern ringneck, eastern garter and eastern milk snakes.
The SGL33 researchers are now studying ground beetle
populations. Ground beetles are a good bioindicator
since they eat other insects. If the insects the beetles eat
are in short supply from poor habitat, the ground beetles
cannot survive. Although the 2020 collection has not been
completed, initial gatherings point to IVM providing a healthy
habitat for ground beetles and the other insects they rely on
as a food source.
With its team of dedicated experts and participation in the
SGL33 research project, Technical Services keeps up-to-date
on arboricultural and IVM best practices so Asplundh can
continue to provide industry-leading vegetation management
services to its customers around the globe.

Starting in 2016 and continuing into 2017, a study of
pollinators was conducted at SGL33. In January 2021, the
latest research article, Powerline right-of-way management
and flower-visiting insects: How vegetation management can
promote pollinator diversity – authored by researchers Hannah
Stout, Dana Roberts, Bradley Ross and Dr. Carolyn Mahan –
received a rigorous scientific peer review and was ultimately
published by PLOS ONE, a highly regarded scientific review
organization. The researchers collected bees and other
pollinators at SGL33 during the growing season in 2016
and then only bees in 2017. After the 2016 collection, the
plots at the research site received their respective herbicide
treatments: a hydraulic high-volume foliar, low-volume foliar
and low-volume basal. There were also hand-cutting and
mowing plots that did not receive any herbicide treatment.
Over the course of 192 hours of collection between MayAugust 2016 and May-August 2017, the researchers netted
2,344 bee specimens, representing 126 different species,
plus two species that had not been previously found in
Pennsylvania! They also counted the types of plants in July
of each year. By running the data through several statistical

SGL33 research also studies snakes.
Credit: Ian Fisher, UGRD Research Assistant, Penn State
SPRING 2021
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ACROSS THE PACIFIC
NEWS FROM AUSTRALIA
& NEW ZEALAND
JACK MAWSON WINS
GOLDEN CARABINER AWARD

Mawson (L) is presented the 2020 Golden Carabiner Award by MacDonald (R).

The Golden Carabiner Award for 2020 was given
to Crew Leader Jack Mawson of Asplundh New
Zealand by Quality and Compliance Manager Bruce
MacDonald. Mawson, based in New Plymouth,
identified and reported a total of 48 near-miss
incidents, many of which could have resulted in
serious injury or costly damage if left unnoticed.
Mawson’s commitment to safety kept him and his
crew out of harm’s way time and time again.
The Golden Carabiner Award is similar to the
United States’ ‘All Stop’ Award, except it is given
once a year to the top safety performer in New
Zealand. This award is unique because its bright gold
carabiner is mounted on a piece of recycled rimu
(Dacrydium cupressinum) timber, which symbolizes
the critical connection between the recipient and
tree. A tall canopy tree, the rimu is native to New
Zealand. It can reach heights of 160 feet tall and has
10
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drooping branches covered by tiny linear leaves. A
large evergreen coniferous tree and a member of
the southern conifer group, it is slow-growing with a
long lifespan. Some are 700-800 years old, with the
oldest estimated to be 1,000 years old. It is abundant
in New Zealand, with the largest concentration being
on the West Coast of the South Island.
Rimu is known as a durable, native wood species.
Historically, it was used as the main building wood
by European settlers in the south of Waikato. The
Maori, whose ancestors from Polynesia first settled
New Zealand about 1,000 years ago, used the wood
to make spears, tools and canoes, and the fruit of
the tree as a food source. The rimu also provides a
vitamin- and mineral-rich food source critical to the
breeding cycle of the endangered Kakapo parrot.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

AUSTRALIA RETAKES FOREST
AFTER 2019 WILDFIRE
During the Australian summer months of December 2019
through February 2020, a wildfire raged through New South
Wales, a state on the east coast of the country. The Currowan
fire sparked to life after a lightning bolt struck brush in late
November, resulting in the largest recorded fire in Australia.
The hot and dry conditions created the perfect storm for the
spread of the fire, which tore through 72,000 square miles
(about 6.7% of the state) and destroyed 5,900 buildings by
the end of January 2020.
Working around the clock, Asplundh Australia crews
tirelessly fought to create fire breaks, clear debris, evaluate
burnt trees for safety hazards and facilitate the restoration of
power across the state to thousands of homes and businesses.

Leading Hand
Luke Sloane (R)
sits inside of a
burnt spotted
gum tree after
it was felled by
an Asplundh
Australia crew.

resources and prioritize highest-risk jobs The fire burned with
such intensity that even the tree roots burned, creating sink
holes in the ground, which made it challenging to navigate
machinery and personnel across the terrain.
The crews conducted visual audits to evaluate safety and
resources needed, marked trees and coordinated with tree
fellers to carry out the work. They used a variety of equipment,
but the most frequently used were 5- and 25-ton excavators
with log grabs, depending on the need and vegetation lot size.
The ash from the fire was abrasive to equipment, so wear and
tear on items, such as chain saw blades, presented a unique
challenge. In addition, masks were worn for about six weeks
after the fire because of the harsh residual smoke.

Asplundh Australia discusses wildfire mitigating plans.

Asplundh Australia General Manager Steve Bergmark
said that “coordination of risk management after an event like
this has significant challenges. Initially, we were dealing with
reactive and urgent hang-up tree work requests to restore
power to the network.” However, the job requirements did
not end at clearing debris and removing hazard trees. “What
was not anticipated was the continuing management of these
trees following the fire,” Bergmark explained.
“Every year, fires naturally come through and our trees
here in Australia recover from these events and reshoot.
However, following the fires, we had no rain so the trees
continued to die rather than go through that regeneration
process,” he continued.

Asplundh Australia Manager Greg Turner explained, “The
most challenging aspect of the work, besides the continuous
call-outs at all times of the day and night, was the ash and
smoke combined with working in high temperatures over
an extended period. ... Our crews were amazing as they
continued to clear and create safe access for essential
workers who, in turn, were able to help affected communities
and restore services to the vulnerable.”
Regeneration efforts will continue in 2021 and into the
near future. The New South Wales Department of Planning,
Industry and Environment funded a large regeneration plan
to reestablish plant life and help impacted species, such
as the koala, which lost about a third of its numbers and a
quarter of its habitat in the fire. Additionally, New South Wales’
government plans for 5 million trees to be planted by 2030.

A YEAR OF BRINGING BACK THE FOREST

Asplundh Australia’s crews were immediately requested for
assistance to clear roadways for the public and emergency
personnel. Safety management has been critical throughout
the restoration journey by assessing dangerous and
hazardous trees, determining which needed to be removed
and managing risks while harboring a safe environment for
the crew and habitat.
Using an already available mobile solution for the day-today task of photographing and assessing fire-affected trees,
Asplundh Australia was able to quickly and efficiently provide

Excavators with log grabs help remove debris.
SPRING 2021
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NEWLY ELECTED
VICE PRESIDENTS
Charley Blizard

Ed House

Vice President

Vice President

President for American Electrical Testing
Co. (AET), Charley Blizard was elected Vice
President of Asplundh Engineering Services
in February. He reports to Asplundh Engineering Services
President Dave McGinley.
Joining AET in 1981, Charley brings to the UtiliCon family
of companies nearly 40 years of experience in engineering,
project management and business development. At AET,
Charley oversees electrical testing and commissioning
operations across the Midwest and the East Coast of the
U.S. Now, as vice president of Asplundh Engineering,
Charley will oversee engineering operations as well as the
expansion of the business line. Charley earned his
bachelor’s degree in business management from Boston
University in Massachusetts.

Manager for Illinois, Ed House was elected
vice president in February 2021. He reports
to Vice President Jim Hines.
Originally from New Jersey, Ed brought to Asplundh more
than 20 years of management experience in construction
when he joined the company in April 2015. Starting out
as a director of operations in the Home Office in Willow
Grove, Pennsylvania, he moved to Illinois two years later
as a manager. Now, as vice president, Ed is responsible
for vegetation management operations on ComEd property
as well as Rock Falls, Batavia, Winnetka and Naperville
municipalities in northern Illinois. Ed earned a bachelor’s
degree in construction management with a minor in
business management from the Fairleigh Dickinson
University in New Jersey.

Mike Forrest

Bobby King

Vice President

Vice President

Former director of electric operations for
Asplundh Construction, Mike Forrest was
elected vice president of electric operations in
January 2021. He reports to Asplundh Construction President
Frank Giordano.
Mike came to Asplundh Construction as an apprentice
lineworker in New York in 2005. In 2010, he advanced to
general foreperson, then became a supervisor four years
later. In 2015, Mike was promoted to manager and went on
to become a director of electric operations in 2019. Now, as
vice president, he oversees all electrical construction in the
Midwest, Mid-Atlantic and along the West Coast of the U.S.
Among his many certifications, Mike is OSHA 20 certified and
a certified first aid/CPR instructor.

Manager for Kentucky, Bobby King was
elected vice president in February. He reports
to Vice President Randal Haines.
Bobby began his career with Asplundh on a tree crew in
his home state of Kentucky in 1987. He became a general
foreperson in 1998 and then a supervisor in 2001. In 2012,
Bobby was promoted to manager. As vice president, he is
responsible for operations on the properties of Kentucky
Power, Kentucky Utilities, LG&E and many cooperative
and municipal accounts throughout the state. Bobby is a
graduate of the May 2000 Asplundh Supervisory Training
Program (ASTP) and May 2012 Management Leadership
Academy (MLA). He is also a licensed herbicide applicator
for Kentucky.

Mike Knott
Vice President of Corporate Safety
Former safety director for UtiliCon Solutions, Mike Knott was elected vice president of corporate safety for
UtiliCon in January. He reports to UtiliCon President Brent Asplundh.
Originally from New York, Mike joined Asplundh Construction in 2016 as a regional safety supervisor in the New England
area, bringing with him 36 years of utility industry experience in various roles, including apprentice lineworker, mechanic and
safety specialist. In 2018, he was promoted to director of corporate safety for UtiliCon at the Home Office. As vice president of
corporate safety, Mike is responsible for overseeing all safety operations for UtiliCon as well as each line of business within the
company. A Certified Safety Professional (CSP), he earned a bachelor’s degree in psychology from the State University of New
York (SUNY) at Fredonia, a Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree from Canisius College and a master’s degree in
environmental, health and safety management from Rochester Institute of Technology, all in New York.
12
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Jim McNulty
Vice President
Previously a director of operations for Asplundh Construction, Jim McNulty was elected vice president in
January. He reports to Asplundh Construction President Frank Giordano.
Jim joined Asplundh Construction in 1994 as a underground foreperson in his home state of New York, with about 15 years
of prior experience in construction. He climbed up the ranks to become a supervisor in 2003. Then, two years later, Jim was
promoted to manager of gas operations. He advanced to director of operations in 2017. Now, as vice president, Jim oversees
gas and civil construction operations on the properties of National Grid, Suffolk County Water Authority, Stonybrook University
and Public Service Electric and Gas company in New York. He also oversees some storm response operations as well as
maintenance operations. Jim has a Bachelor of Arts degree in political science from Susquehanna University in Pennsylvania.

MANAGERS
Jim Clark

Jeff Fritz

Manager

Manager

Jim Clark was promoted to manager for New
York in January. He oversees crews working
on National Grid, NYSEG/Avangrid and
Central Hudson Gas and Electric properties. Vice President
David Fulford sponsors this region.
Originally from California, Jim joined Asplundh in 2004
as a groundperson in New York. He climbed up the ranks
to become a general foreperson in 2014, and advanced to
supervisor in 2018. Prior to joining the company, Jim served
in the U.S. Army for eight years as an infantry crew leader.
An ISA Certified Arborist, he is also a member of the New
York ISA Chapter and the Utility Arborist Association (UAA).
Jim is also a graduate of the June 2015 General Foreperson
Training Program (GFTP) and is TapRoot® certified.

Jeff Fritz was promoted to manager in
October 2020 for Oregon. In this role, he is
responsible for overseeing crews working
on Portland General Electric (PGE), Pacific Power & Light
(PP&L), Clatskanie PUD, Lane Electric Cooperative and
Consumers Power Inc. properties throughout the state.
Vice President Shawn Shapiro oversees this region.
Originally from Florida, Jeff started out as a groundperson
in 2010 in Oregon with 14 years of prior experience. By 2016,
he had climbed up the ranks to become a general foreperson
in Washington. He moved back to Oregon and was promoted
to supervisor in 2018. Jeff is a graduate of the March 2017
GFTP and August 2019 MLA. He is also an ISA Certified
Arborist and a certified first aid/CPR instructor.

Ashley D’Attilio

Walter Guilfoyle

Marketing Manager

Corporate Safety Program Manager

Ashley D’Attilio was promoted to marketing
manager for Rotor Blade in South Carolina
in October 2020. In this role, she is
responsible for all Rotor Blade social media platform
outreach, marketing materials for trade shows, advertising
and publication submissions, and email marketing to
potential clients. Vice President Phil Voltz oversees Rotor
Blade operations.

Walter Guilfoyle joined UtiliCon Solutions as
the corporate safety program manager in
December 2020 at the Home Office in
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. Walter provides safety expertise
and guidance for all American Lighting and Signalization
(ALS) and Utility Lines Construction Services (ULCS) regions
across the country. He reports to UtiliCon Vice President of
Corporate Safety Mike Knott.

Ashley came aboard Rotor Blade in 2018 as an aircraft
parts and record clerk where she maintained aircraft records
for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and managed
the parts inventory. Originally from Portland, Oregon, Ashley
earned dual bachelor’s degrees in political science and
mass communications and media studies from Arizona
State University.

Walter brings to UtiliCon 38 years of prior safety
management experience in the utility industry, with his last
position as a safety supervisor for an electric company.
Walter is a certified OSHA general industry trainer and
construction trainer, as well as a Certified Utility Safety
Professional (CUSP).
SPRING 2021
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Kieran Hunt

David Simmons

Municipal Manager

Manager

Kieran Hunt came to the Home Office as
municipal manager in the Technical Services
Department in August 2020. He is responsible
for market research, industry outreach and training, and also
supports contract bidding and storm coordination. He reports
to Technical Services Manager Stephen Hilbert.

David Simmons was promoted to manager
for Georgia in October 2020. He is
responsible for vegetation management
crews working on Georgia Power property as well as various
cooperatives throughout the state. Vice President Barry
Suddreth oversees this region.

Kieran first joined Asplundh in New Jersey as a customer
service specialist and work planner in 2018. A year later,
he took on additional responsibilities as a one-man crew,
working closely with a forester on PSE&G property. Kieran
earned his bachelor’s degree in ecology, evolution and
natural resources from Rutgers University in New Jersey.

David joined Asplundh in 1993 as a general foreperson in
North Carolina. He climbed the ranks to become a manager
for parts of Virginia and North Carolina in 2016, and moved
to Georgia with his latest promotion. David served six years
in the U.S. Army Reserves, and is a graduate of the October
2004 ASTP and May 2015 MLA.

Jeff Kirkwood

Terry Triplett

Manager - Financial Reporting and Accounting

Manager

Jeff Kirkwood joined the Home Office as
manager for financial reporting and vegetation
field accounting in the Accounting Department
in November 2020. In this role, he is responsible for internal
and external monthly and year-end reporting for the company
as well as all vegetation subsidiaries. He reports to Corporate
Controller Angelo Mattioli.
Jeff brings to Asplundh about seven years of experience at
Ernst & Young, with two years as an audit manager. He has a
bachelor’s degree in accounting from Geneva College and a
master’s degree in accounting from Temple University, both in
Pennsylvania. Jeff is also a Certified Public Accountant.

Terry Triplett was promoted to manager for
Tennessee in October 2020. He is responsible
for crews working on Memphis Light, Gas &
Water, Nashville Electric Service, Dickson Electric System,
Bristol Tennessee Essential Services and other municipalities in
the state. Vice President Barry Suddreth oversees this region.
Originally from North Carolina, Terry started his career with
Asplundh there in 1991 as a groundperson. Over the years,
he was promoted several times until he became supervisor in
2013. He moved to Tennessee with his promotion to manager.
Terry is a graduate of the December 2006 ASTP and October
2015 MLA, and is also a certified first aid/CPR instructor.

Thomas (Russell) Witt
Safety Manager
Russell came aboard ALS in August 2020 as a safety manager in Florida. He is responsible for all safety, health
and training programs for ALS. UtiliCon President Brent Asplundh oversees ALS operations.
Russell brings to ALS a wealth of experience in environmental, health and safety, with his most recent position being a
health, safety and environmental manager for an oil supply company. He also served in the U.S. Army for 25 years as a subject
matter expert for preventive medicine. Russell earned his bachelor’s degree in occupational safety and health with a minor in
environmental management from Columbia Southern University in Alabama and is OSHA 510 certified.

SUPERVISORS
Shadoe Amaya
Supervisor
Shadoe Amaya was promoted to supervisor in Don Redden’s Region for parts of Louisiana, Arkansas and
Texas in November 2020. As a supervisor, he oversees distribution crews working on SWEPCO property. Vice
President David Fulford oversees this region.
Shadoe joined Asplundh in 2015 as a trimmer in his home state of Colorado. He climbed up the ranks in 2018 to become
a general foreperson in Texas before moving to Louisiana for his latest promotion to supervisor. Shadoe is a graduate of the
October 2019 GFTP, is OSHA 20 certified, a Louisiana Certified Arborist and is a member of the ISA Texas Chapter.
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Robert Brown

Roy Jones

Supervisor

Senior Corporate EHS Specialist

Robert Brown was promoted to supervisor
for Josh Magrath’s Region in Oklahoma in
November 2020. In this role, he is responsible
for customer relations and overseeing vegetation crews
working on Oklahoma Gas & Electric (OG&E) property.
Vice President Randal Haines oversees this region.
Robert first joined Asplundh in 1989 as a foreperson in his
home state of Oklahoma. Over the years, he climbed up the
ranks until he switched gears to become a regional safety
superintendent (RSS) in 2017, which he remained until his
latest promotion to supervisor. Robert is a graduate of the
February 1998 ASTP and is TapRoot®, OSHA 30 and first aid/
CPR certified. Robert also completed wildfire training with the
Texas Department of Forestry.

Roy Jones was promoted to senior corporate
EHS specialist in Oregon in November 2020.
In this role, he is responsible for the health
and safety programs for regions in Oregon, California,
Nevada, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Oklahoma.
He reports to Safety Director Chris Dichard and Vice
President of Corporate Safety Bruce Mellott, who oversees all
Asplundh safety programs.
Roy started his career in the field as a trimmer in Oregon
in 1993. He climbed up the ranks, becoming a corporate
safety training supervisor in 2006. Prior to joining Asplundh,
Roy served four years in the U.S. Army in the Berlin Brigade.
An ISA Certified Arborist Utility Specialist, he is also OSHA 30
and 40 certified, a certified commercial pesticide applicator
for Oregon and a member of the UAA.

Jonathan Calfee

Joe Schultheis

Supervisor

Supervisor

Jonathan Calfee was promoted in September
2020 to supervisor for ULCS in Greg Whitley’s
Region in Alabama. As a supervisor, he is
responsible for overseeing underground distribution crews
working on Alabama Power, Central Alabama Electric
Cooperative and Cullman Electric Cooperative properties
throughout the state. ULCS President Greg Holman oversees
this region.
Jonathan came aboard ULCS in 1995 as a groundperson
working on an underground distribution crew in his home
state of Alabama. He climbed up the ranks to become
a general foreperson in 2015. Jonathan is a graduate of
the April 2016 UtiliCon General Foreperson Training
Program (UGFTP.)

Joe Schultheis was promoted to supervisor
in October 2020 for Pat Pinelli’s Region in
Pennsylvania. As a supervisor, he oversees
distribution and integrated vegetation management (IVM)
transmission crews on PECO property in Southeastern
Pennsylvania. Executive Vice President David Fleischner
oversees this region.
Joe began his career with Asplundh in 1980 as a
groundperson in his home state of Pennsylvania. He
climbed up the ranks to become a general foreperson in
2002. Joe is an ISA Certified Arborist and a graduate of
the March 2002 ASTP. He is also a certified first aid/CPR
instructor and a licensed pesticide applicator for New
Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania.

Charles (Chris) Garner

Donnie Strader

Supervisor

Supervisor

Chris Garner was promoted in September
2020 to supervisor for ULCS in Matt Tatum’s
Region in Georgia. As a supervisor, Chris
oversees underground and overhead distribution crews on
Georgia Power property that repair faults on service savers
and street lights, repair overhead street lights and bore
secondary cables for them as well as residences. He also
oversees new construction crews handling pole installation.
ULCS President Greg Holman oversees this region.
Chris joined ULCS as a general foreperson in 2007 in his
home state of Georgia, with 10 years of prior experience. He
is a graduate of the June 2009 UGFTP and is OSHA 30 and
first aid/CPR certified.

Donnie Strader was promoted to supervisor
for Matt Pence’s Region in North Carolina
in October 2020. As a supervisor, he is
responsible for transmission crews working on Duke
Energy property throughout North Carolina and South
Carolina. Executive Vice President Gregg Asplundh
oversees this region.
Donnie joined Asplundh in 2004 as a foreperson in North
Carolina, with 27 years of prior experience in vegetation
management. In May 2013, he became a safety training
superintendent before advancing to a project manager in
2019. Donnie is a May 2017 graduate of the GFTP and is a
Certified Treecare Safety Professional (CTSP), as well as a
certified first aid/CPR instructor.
SPRING 2021
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SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES
45 YEARS
Ronald DeHart
Crew Leader
Pennsylvania

40 YEARS
James McQuown
Crew Leader
Pennsylvania

David Fox Sr.
General Foreperson
Virginia

Jerry Montague
Foreperson
North Carolina

35 YEARS

Andrew Anthony
Supervisor
Louisiana
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Steven Asplundh
Chief Operating Officer
UtiliCon Solutions
Willow Grove

Charley Blizard Jr.
President
AET
Massachusetts

Scott Blizard
Vice President Operations
AET
Massachusetts

SERVICE ANNIVERSARIES

35 YEARS

Bill Curran
General Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Joe Dwyer
Sr. Vice President
Willow Grove

Bob Gordon
RSS
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
Alberta

Barry Haff
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Gregory Hallstein
RSS
New York

Walter Harder
Lead Hand Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

George Roe
General Foreperson
New York

Ralph Terpstra
General Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Daniel Hernandez
Trimmer
Missouri

David Karikas
Foreperson
New York

Rois Thompsen
Supervisor
Virginia

30 YEARS
Douglas Brooks
Foreperson
Arkansas

Rodney Busch
Foreperson
Washington

Ronnie Doolin
Mechanic
Kentucky

Geoffrey Eads
Foreperson
Missouri

Ralph Guadagno
Vice President
Massachusetts

Laurence Harris
General Foreperson
New Hampshire

David Kelley
General Foreperson
Asplundh Railroad Division
Mississippi

Gene Kopacz
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Charles McGee Jr.
Foreperson
Alabama

Daniel McGuire
General Foreperson
Mississippi
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30 YEARS
Edward Matysik
Equipment Operator
Asplundh Construction
Pennsylvania

Tod Mayes
Operations Manager
Long Brothers Landscaping
North Carolina

Oscar Medina
Foreperson
Florida

Mark Meister
Foreperson
Washington

Paul Metsala
General Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

Troy Norwood
Foreperson
Arkansas

Mitch Oldham
Supervisor
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Todd Pendleton
John Rountree Jr.
Business Development
Foreperson
James River Grounds Mgmt. Missouri
Virginia

Roben Rudichuk
Lead Hand Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Gary Willard
Foreperson
New Hampshire

Mike Wolford
Manager
West Virginia

25 YEARS
Ted Adamson
Foreperson
Kentucky

Randy Baker
Foreperson
Kentucky

James Blevins
Foreperson
Tennessee

Jared Brateng
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Matthew Carlson
Foreperson
Missouri

Kevin Combs
Foreperson
Kentucky

Charles Esler
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Vencil Foxworthy
Foreperson
Missouri

Jesus Garcia
Foreperson
ANNCO Services
Florida

Daniel Griffiths
General Foreperson
New York

Timothy Groce
Trimmer
Pennsylvania

Robert Hackenberger
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Doug Jewell
Lead Hand Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Wayd Keirn
Lead Hand Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Jimmy King
Foreperson
Oklahoma

Jon Kissel
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Betsy Kosyla
Group Leader
Accounts Payable
Willow Grove

Ryan McCarty
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Thomas McGahan
Foreperson
Asplundh Brush Control
New York

Randy McGinnis
Trimmer
Pennsylvania

Jason Mims
General Foreperson
Alabama

Neil Mooers
Foreperson
New Hampshire

Jose Mora
Foreperson
Reliable Property Services
Wisconsin

Donald Purvis
Foreperson
Kentucky

Joe Ramirez
RSS
Utility Tree Service
California

Pedro Ramos
General Foreperson
Maryland

William Reed
Groundperson
North Carolina

Robert Runyan
Crew Leader
Pennsylvania

Sean Russell
Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

Willie Salgado
Work Planner
Florida

Jeremy Satterfield
Foreperson
West Virginia

Charles Schonder Jr.
Superintendent
Florida

Kathy Smithson
RSS
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
British Columbia

James Stuettgen
Trimmer
Wisconsin

Gerald Tabor
Trimmer
Washington

Jack Watson
Work Planner
Florida

Randy Weiand
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Rick Williams
Supervisor
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
Nova Scotia
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20 YEARS
William “Duck” Ailstock
Supervisor
Virginia

Miguel Alvarez
General Foreperson
Illinois

Jeffery Ames
Work Planner
Pennsylvania

William Ashby
Trimmer
Florida

Marti Ashton
Office Manager
Indiana

Rick Baker
Mechanic
T.R. Gear Landscaping
Ohio

Lawrence Bardenett
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Gregory Bath
General Foreperson
New Hampshire

Ramson Beaufrere
Laborer
ANNCO Services
Florida

Michael Bennett
Foreperson
Delaware

Ronnie Blankenship
Trimmer
Virginia

Mike Blount
Manager
Advanced Power and Light
Tennessee

James Boylen IV
General Foreperson
Oregon

Adam Bradley
Groundperson
Asplundh Brush Control
Illinois

Lonny Bridges
General Foreperson
Alabama

Kenneth Brown
Foreperson
Missouri

Donald Burleigh
Trimmer
New Hampshire

William Burleigh
Asst. General Foreperson
New Hampshire

Anselmo Busani
Foreperson
Arizona

Christopher Callahan
Trimmer
Virginia

Rico Campbell
Work Planner
Nebraska

Lazaro Carrillo-Reyes
Equipment Operator
ULCS
Georgia

Salvador Castorena
Foreperson
Arizona

Anthony Caudle
Foreperson
Virginia

Keith Chaney
Work Planner
Virginia

David Cleek
Foreperson
Virginia

Mark Dodd
Foreperson
Virginia

Bruce Dolliver
Foreperson
New Hampshire

Johnny Dotson
Foreperson
Virginia

Diana Doyle
Group Leader
Procurement Services
Willow Grove

John Dunn
Trimmer
Virginia

Michael Falin
Foreperson
Virginia

Ricky Finch
Foreperson
Virginia

Raymond Foster
Foreperson
New York

Brian Fox
Work Planner
Florida

William Garst
General Foreperson
Virginia

Ronnie Gauker
Supervisor
Corporate Communications
Willow Grove

Charles Gill
General Foreperson
Minnesota

Elijah Gilliam Jr.
General Foreperson
Ohio

Preston Hawks
General Foreperson
Virginia

Anthony Hendrickson
Foreperson
Ohio

George Hill
Foreperson
Virginia

Eddie Holman
Trimmer
Virginia

Sam Hubbard
Foreperson
Virginia

Edward Huckstorf
Trimmer
Wisconsin

Wade Jackson
General Foreperson
Virginia

Eddie Jenkins
Trimmer
Kentucky

James Jessee
Foreperson
Virginia

Diego Juarez
Foreperson
Colorado

Kenneth Keenan
Apprentice
Asplundh Construction
New York

James Ketron
Foreperson
Virginia

Ronald King
General Foreperson
Virginia

Ronnie King
Foreperson
Virginia

Leon Kundinger
Foreperson
Wisconsin

Clifford Larson
Foreperson
Minnesota

Robert Leech
Foreperson
New York

Matthew Lehman
Foreperson
New York

Ronnie McCarty
Foreperson
Montana

Darrell McKenzie
Work Planner
Alabama

Thomas McKinney
General Foreperson
Virginia

Wesley McKinney
General Foreperson
Virginia

Michael MacLean
UTW-B-2
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
Nova Scotia

Jorge Mancera
General Foreperson
Illinois

Julio Manzo
Equipment Operator
Asplundh Railroad Division
Illinois

Elmer Marcum
General Foreperson
Indiana
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20 YEARS
Donald Miller
Trimmer
Mississippi

Tawnia Mills
Office Manager
Grid One Solutions
Florida

Ronald Minix
Foreperson
Indiana

David Molina
Foreperson
Utility Tree Service
California

Eddie Mooney
Foreperson
Virginia

Mark Moorefield
Fleet Operations Manager
Grid One Solutions
North Carolina

Broderick Morris
General Foreperson
Louisiana

Kerry Nalley
Foreperson
Ohio

Charles Nester
Foreperson
Virginia

Jose Parada
Foreperson
North Carolina

Kevin Parent
RSS
Vermont

James Parks
Foreperson
Virginia

Trusha Patel
AP Specialist
Accounts Payable
Willow Grove

Dennis Patterson
Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
Alberta

Marino Pereira
Trimmer
Virginia

Brian Perham
Foreperson
New Hampshire

David Pierce Jr.
Work Planner
Ohio

Michael Prater
General Foreperson
Virginia

Victor Razo
Foreperson
ANNCO Services
Florida

Jerry Reed
Trimmer
West Virginia

Rene Richard
Trimmer
Florida

Matthew Richter
General Foreperson
Wisconsin

Jose Rivera
Foreperson
Virginia

Virgil Roberts
Foreperson
Virginia

Daniel Robinson
General Foreperson
Missouri

Joseph Rose
Foreperson
Virginia

Charles Rouse
Trimmer
Delaware

Tobin Roy
Foreperson
New Hampshire

Miguel Salaberrios
Foreperson
Delaware

Jared Sawyers
General Foreperson
Virginia

Paul Schoonover
Foreperson
West Virginia

Hubert Scott Jr.
Trimmer
Alabama

Frank Shaw
Groundperson
North Carolina

Brentt Shoemaker
General Foreperson
Missouri

Jason Sims
Trimmer
Virginia

Bruce Snapp
General Foreperson
Virginia

Wilfrid Sonthonax
Trimmer
Florida

Rector Southall II
Foreperson
West Virginia

Jeremiah Sparacio
Manager
Michigan

Troy Spencer
Foreperson
Virginia

David Stafford
Foreperson
ULCS
Florida

Carlton Stanley
Trimmer
Virginia

Thomas Swinford
Utility Forester
ArborMetrics Solutions
Indiana

James Sykes
Foreperson
Virginia

Randall Talbert
Work Planner
South Carolina

Scot Thayne
Foreperson
Pennsylvania

Hank Thomale
General Foreperson
Virginia

Marion Thomas
General Foreperson
Virginia

Brian Thompson
Supervisor
Asplundh Tree Service ULC
Manitoba

Stanley Underwood
Work Planner
Mississippi

Richard Watkins
Trimmer
West Virginia

Jonathan Williams
Foreperson
Virginia

Michael Wingfield
Trimmer
Virginia

Gale Woods
Trimmer
Virginia

Shawn Zimmerman
Lead Hand Foreperson
Asplundh Tree Expert ULC
British Columbia
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MIKE KNOTT
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE SAFETY
Mike has been leading safety operations for UtiliCon Solutions since February 2018.
He is based out of the Home Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. Mike directs
the overall environmental health and safety (EHS) programs for the UtiliCon family
of companies.

DRIVE HOME SAFELY
Safe driving and proper protection can go a long way to keep
you and your passengers safe. In 2019, the National Safety
Council reported there was an estimated 38,800 people who
lost their lives due to car accidents and about 4.4 million
people were seriously injured in crashes.
With the warmer weather luring us out of our homes,
it’s important to refresh our memories with some safety
prevention information to help avoid fatal traffic incidents.
It would be impossible to cover all aspects of safe driving
in one safety message, so I thought I would touch upon a
few of the major categories.
Seat Belts
Although seat belt laws vary from state to state, it is a
company policy that all occupants of a vehicle must wear
seat belts. Wearing them is the number one way to prevent
a collision from becoming deadly. If you have new drivers
in the house, please make sure to impress upon them how
critical this choice is because motor vehicle crashes are
one of the main causes of death among American teenagers.
The bottom line is: seat belts save lives.
Drinking and Driving
Although vehicle accidents are an industry-wide struggle
right now, I have never seen an employee charged with
drunk driving at work. Thank you for that! However, this does
not mean it is not a concern and it is, unfortunately, prevalent
outside of work. Every day about 28 people die in drunk
driving-related crashes, according to the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration. These were 100% preventable!
With the advent of ride-sharing apps like Uber and Lyft, there
is no excuse for driving impaired. If you know someone that
has been drinking and cannot drive home, offer to drive if
you are sober or offer to set up a ride home using one of the
ride-sharing apps. Sober driving is critical for your safety on
the road.

the road. If you are thinking of buying a new car, check out
the safety features. Many newer cars now warn drivers of
potential front-end collisions; provide blind spot awareness
when reversing or changing lanes; slow the vehicle down
based on following distance and even apply the brakes
if needed; and can keep your car in your lane. Add-on
technology such as cameras and the telematic devices that
plug into your car’s onboard diagnostics port (OBD-II port)
can also assist with distracted driving. Some insurance
companies even offer discounts by having these safety
features or devices.
Backing
Although there are much fewer fatalities with backing,
when they do happen it is with a pedestrian, so it remains a
critical topic. This is the one vehicle accident category that
perfectly exemplifies the idea of engineering the problem out.
When you pull into the grocery store or your favorite home
improvement center, find a parking spot that enables you to
pull in and pull out, avoiding any need for backing. These
spots are generally farther from the store, but they are safer,
and the exercise is good for you. If you cannot find a spot
that enables you to pull out facing forward, make sure to walk
around the car before you get in and use a backup camera.
If your car does not have a backup camera, aftermarket
cameras can be purchased and installed.
Let’s ensure we are doing our part while on the road so we
can get home safely!

Constantly reimagine your safety!
Michael Knott, CSP
mknott3@utilservllc.com

Distracted Driving
Combating distracted driving is one of the most challenging
hurdles safety professionals and drivers face. The good news
is that technology is making it easier to keep your eyes on
SPRING 2021
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SAFETY ON THE LINE
ALS Repairs High Mast Towers
In late January, a crew from Richard Calledare’s Region of American Lighting and Signalization (ALS)
performed repairs over two days on three high mast towers and nine luminaires for construction
company Louis Berger Hawthorne Services in Leesburg, Florida.
Forepersons Ruben Roman and Cliff Dobson, and Journeyman Joshua
Bolster handled the job with professionalism and attention to safety.
At the top of a 130-foot tower, the crew needed to unlock and
repair the latching mechanism for the luminaires’ rig, then lower and
re-balance the rig. Once this was completed, they were able to install
new power cords.
High mast tower repairs are highly specialized and the experts at
ALS have a proven record of success completing this type of work for
their customers, including the Florida Department of Transportation.

Bolster and Roman work from
the air while Dobson surveys the
scene from the ground.

NEW SUBSIDIARY:
KUPPER ENGINEERING
Announced in July 2020, Kupper Engineering, LLC
became part of the UtiliCon Solutions family of companies.
Headquartered in Ambler, Pennsylvania, near the UtiliCon
Home Office in Willow Grove, engineering firm Kupper brings
more than 15 years of expertise in project management,
controls, and systems integration and maintenance for the
utility, industrial and commercial markets. With the addition of
Kupper, UtiliCon enhanced its engineering services line
of business.
Kupper was founded in 2004 by President and CEO,
Scott Kupper. Originally, the business was a consulting
firm, but grew to include renewable energy and systems
integration/controls divisions. Kupper has a Master of
Engineering Science degree as well as a Bachelor of
Science degree in Electrical Engineering Technology,
both from The Pennsylvania State University. He is also a
member of the Association of Energy Engineers, Institute
of Electronics and Electrical Engineers, National Council of
Examiners for Engineering and Surveying, National Society of

Professional Engineers and more. In addition, Kupper is a
licensed Professional Engineer (PE) and Renewable Energy
Professional (REP).
Also joining UtiliCon are Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer Karl Miller, Vice President and Chief
Technology Officer Craig Rosenberger, and Vice President
and Director of Operations Philip Parise. Miller brings more
than 20 years of experience in mission-critical systems
analysis and data center design, and has led countless
design projects for a variety of markets including financial,
healthcare and broadcasting. Rosenberger specializes in
systems integration and controls, with expertise in electrical
power distribution, grounding and supervisory control and
data acquisition (SCADA) system design. Lastly, Parise
is a licensed professional engineer in nine states with
15 years of industry experience. Parise directs strategies
to improve quality control and oversees project budgets,
schedules and performance requirements. He is also the
lead electrical engineer for solar energy and mechanical,
electrical and plumbing (MEP) projects.
Kupper Engineering is part of the new
Asplundh Engineering Services (AES)
business line within UtiliCon and reports
to AES President Dave McGinley and Vice
President Charley Blizard.
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Scott Kupper

Karl Miller

Craig Rosenberger

Philip Parise

President/CEO

VP/COO

VP/CTO

VP/DOO
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NEW LINE OF BUSINESS:
ASPLUNDH ENGINEERING SERVICES
In October 2020 at the Fall Edison Electric Institute (EEI)
Transmission, Distribution, Metering and Mutual Assistance
(TDMMA) Virtual Conference, Asplundh Engineering Services
was formally introduced as a new line of business within
UtiliCon Solutions. The core focus of Asplundh Engineering
is to provide engineering, design and planning, testing and
commissioning, project management, Engineer-ProcureConstruct (EPC), and power systems analysis services to
electric and gas utilities, contractors, developers and major
industrial and commercial facilities. The following subsidiary
companies are now organized under the Asplundh
Engineering Services umbrella: American Electrical Testing
Co. (AET), Burlington Electrical Testing (BET), Asplundh
Construction’s California-based Planning and Design Group,
Power Delivery Solutions (PDS) and the recently acquired
Kupper Engineering. Most recently, in February 2021, AET’s
engineering division became the first direct employees of
Asplundh Engineering Services under a newly formed region.
From the beginning, UtiliCon has performed testing,
engineering and design services through its subsidiary
companies. Initially, the individual companies would
handle these tasks on their own, but over time, UtiliCon
began focusing on companies that provided similar and
complementary testing, engineering and design services
with a strong focus on the electric transmission, distribution
and power generation markets. They found that many
customers were seeking these capabilities as well as
knowledge and expertise in renewable energy, which has
grown significantly in the last several years. With this in mind,
Asplundh Engineering Services was created to leverage
the vast experience and expertise of its many professionals
under one cohesive brand.
Bringing this new business line to fruition are two leaders who
were already within UtiliCon: President Dave McGinley and
Vice President Charley Blizard.

McGinley has an electrical engineering degree from Cornell
University and a Master of Business Administration degree from
Drexel University. He was a project engineer for PECO Energy
before joining VSI Meter Services (now Grid One Solutions),
which was acquired by Asplundh in 2003. In addition to his
role as president, McGinley has also assumed all responsibility
for Asplundh Construction’s Planning and Design Group.
“It’s exciting to bring together the collective expertise of the
various engineering, planning, testing and commissioning
groups within UtiliCon under the strong, nationally recognized
brand that is Asplundh,” McGinley said, continuing, “I believe
our customers and prospective customers will share our
excitement as we begin to demonstrate the variety of services
we can package together for them.”
With nearly 40 years of experience in managing and
growing engineering services businesses, Blizard originally
came to UtiliCon through the acquisition of AET in 2007.
AET was founded in 1981 by his father, Charley Blizard Sr.
Blizard joined AET that same year, utilizing his business
management degree from Boston University to focus on
building and growing AET’s business while Blizard Sr., who
was an engineer, handled the technical side. Over time,
Blizard’s expertise with electrical testing, maintenance and
commissioning grew. “I am extremely excited about the
opportunities that we have already begun to see as we have
gone to market as Asplundh Engineering. The teamwork
and energy around building this into a successful brand and
entity has been infectious,” Blizard said.
In late 2020, Asplundh Engineering began actively
marketing to existing customers and is currently working
with renewable energy developers and has several EPC
contracts in progress, including a large project with New
Jersey Transit. Asplundh Engineering Services plans to
expand their offerings and expertise nationally to become
one of the top engineering firms across the United States.

LEADERSHIP

Dave McGinley

Charley Blizard

President

Vice President

Find us on LinkedIn @AsplundhEngineeringServices!
SPRING 2021
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Congratulations and best wishes for a happy and healthy retirement to all the retirees listed in this section!
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Robert Berken

Walter Dean

Clare Gough

Foreperson, Wisconsin
First employed April 1987
Retired February 2021

Journeyman, Ohio
First employed July 2016
Retired May 2020

HR-Benefits Specialist
Willow Grove, Pennsylvania
First employed May 2014
Retired January 2021

Jerry Binkerd

DeWayne Emerson

Hubert Green

Asplundh Construction
Planner, California
First employed February 2011
Retired January 2021

Supervisor, California
First employed February 2001
Retired December 2020

ULCS
Heavy Equipment Operator, Louisiana
First employed June 2017
Retired November 2020

Kenneth Buchanan

Dennis Erspamer

Thomas Grutza

Foreperson, North Carolina
First employed November 2002
Retired December 2020

Foreperson, Washington
First employed January 2015
Retired December 2020

Trimmer, Wisconsin
First employed May 1999
Retired February 2021

John Cope

Salomon Garcia De La Torre

Curtis Hall

ULCS
Expediter, North Carolina
First employed March 2017
Retired December 2020

Integrated Landscape Management
Crew Leader, Arizona
First employed August 2013
Retired November 2020

Trimmer, Mississippi
First employed April 2005
Retired January 2021

Michael Currie

Johnnie Garrell

Samuel Hernandez

ULCS
Substation Operator/EMJ, Iowa
First employed February 2011
Retired February 2021

General Foreperson, North Carolina
First employed December 1999
Retired January 2021

Trimmer, Maryland
First employed February 2010
Retired January 2021

Billy Curtis

Paul Gioglio

Eric Hill

Foreperson, Louisiana
First employed January 2014
Retired February 2021

Asplundh Construction
Materials Manager, New York
First employed October 2015
Retired January 2021

Foreperson, North Carolina
First employed November 2015
Retired January 2021

Laura Dean

Bill Goeken

Ronald Jamerson

Flagger, Oregon
First employed November 2018
Retired December 2020

ULCS
Transmission Foreperson, Florida
First employed February 2010
Retired January 2021

Foreperson, Virginia
First employed February 2001
Retired December 2020
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Dougal James

Timothy Marquardt

David Schrader

ANNCO Services
Irrigation Technician, Florida
First employed April 1995
Retired December 2020

Foreperson, Michigan
First employed September 2003
Retired February 2021

ULCS
Lineworker, Iowa
First employed July 2013
Retired March 2021

Robert Johns

Freddy Mazara

Randy Schwindemann

Crew Leader, Pennsylvania
First employed March 2003
Retired December 2020

Foreperson, Florida
First employed April 2004
Retired December 2020

Foreperson, New York
First employed March 1981
Retired January 2021

William Johnson

Mickey Norris

Cynthia Smoot

Foreperson, Alabama
First employed October 1990
Retired October 2020

Trimmer, Wisconsin
First employed January 1998
Retired October 2020

Administrative Assistant, Hawaii
First employed March 2013
Retired January 2021

Gerald Klei

Charles Powell

John Swaney

ULCS
Relay Equipment Pert. Tech., Michigan
First employed September 2010
Retired February 2021

ULCS
Supervisor, Georgia
First employed September 2000
Retired January 2021

Grid One Solutions
Field Service Technician, North Carolina
First employed July 2014
Retired January 2021

Heidi Knapp

Jackie Puchalla

William Turner

Work Planner, Washington
First employed January 2006
Retired January 2021

Foreperson, Colorado
First employed February 2007
Retired November 2020

Trimmer, Kentucky
First employed November 2006
Retired January 2021

Louis Malatesta

Mark Roll

William Watson

Asplundh Construction
Laborer, New York
First employed May 2012
Retired December 2020

Foreperson, Wisconsin
First employed March 2012
Retired December 2020

ULCS
Mechanic, Missouri
First employed November 2010
Retired December 2020

Alex Mandelberg

Richard Salsbury

James White

Power Delivery Solutions
Field Technician, North Carolina
First employed September 2017
Retired November 2020

Foreperson, Montana
First employed August 1997
Retired October 2020

Foreperson, Wisconsin
First employed March 2005
Retired February 2021
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Chris Hein
General Counsel
General Counsel Chris Hein retired in January after 10 years
with the company in the Legal Department at the Home Office
in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. Due to COVID-19 restrictions,
a formal retirement party was postponed.
Chris joined Asplundh in 2011 when he came aboard as
assistant general counsel under then Vice President/General
Counsel Phil Tatoian (see Phil’s retirement story on page 29).
He brought to the company more than 25 years of experience
in corporate law, nearly half of which he served as counsel
for a power transmission organization in the utility industry.
A year after joining Asplundh, Chris was promoted to
general counsel. Throughout his tenure, he worked closely
with Phil to advise and manage legal affairs for Asplundh
and all its subsidiaries.

Hein with his wife, Kathy, during the 2018 90th Anniversary Managers’
Meeting black tie event.

Chris served four years in the U.S. navy before attending
college and earning a bachelor’s degree in business administration from Temple University in Pennsylvania. He then earned a
juris doctor degree from New York University School of Law and obtained his Pennsylvania Bar license in 1985.
For his retirement, Chris plans to spend it relaxing at his Cape May, New Jersey beach house with his wife, Kathy. He also
is looking forward to spending some more quality time with his grandchildren and friends. Congratulations to you and enjoy the
retired life at the shore!

Kelly Jones
Foreperson
After more than 40 years working at Asplundh, Foreperson Kelly Jones of Bobby King’s
Region took the next step into retirement in October 2020. To send off Kelly into this
exciting phase of life, Supervisor Stephen Baker and General Foreperson Matthew
Crabtree hosted a retirement lunch at the Pine Mountain Grill in Whitesburg, Kentucky,
which included several coworkers and forestry personnel from Kentucky Power.

Baker (R) poses with Jones (L) before
he takes the plunge into his new
retirement life.

Bringing several years of industry experience
to Asplundh, Kelly began his long career in
1985 as a groundperson in his home state
of Kentucky. In 2002, he was promoted to
foreperson and stayed in that position through
retirement. Kelly worked his entire career on
Kentucky Power property.

In his retirement, Kelly plans to spend some
quality time with his family and get as many fishing hours in as possible! Congratulations
and best wishes to you in your retirement!
Crabtree (R) gives Jones (L) a handshake to send him off into retirement.
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Dave Krause
Technical Services Manager
Dave Krause, technical services manager at the Home Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania, retired
in February after more than 43 years of service. Arborchem Products Manager Todd Hagenbuch
hosted a socially distanced retirement luncheon at the Mechanicsburg, Pennsylvania, shop. During
the 2021 Asplundh Virtual Managers’ Meeting, he was also honored by Vice President Phil Voltz.
Dave began his Asplundh career in 1977, working part-time during summer breaks from
college. He was hired on full-time in 1979 as a general foreperson. Dave then became a supervisor
in the Chemical Department (now Technical Services) in 1980, where he helped to develop plant
growth regulators and design the Asplundh Tree Injection System. Dave went back into the field as
a supervisor four years later in western Pennsylvania, but in 1987, he came back to the Home Office as a marketing manager.
One year later, he transferred to Arborchem Products as a manager. In 2002, Dave temporarily took on general manager
duties for Utility Pole Technologies when Vice President Pat O’Connor stepped down for health reasons, before returning
to Arborchem Products a year later as a vegetation management specialist. In 2017, Dave returned to the Home Office as
manager of Technical Services. He earned a bachelor’s degree in wildlife biology from Michigan State University. Dave has
been published in various industry magazines and has given countless presentations about vegetation management. He also
maintained an active role in numerous organizations, such as the ISA, UAA, TCIA, TREE Fund and Mountain Lake Vegetation
Management Association. Dave also supported and contributed to the research of State Game Lands 33.
Dave is looking forward to spending time with his wife, Lisa, playing more guitar and has even considered picking up golf
during his retirement! Best wishes and enjoy your retirement!

Joe Lentz
Vice President
After more than 45 years of service, Vice President Joe Lentz retired from Arborchem
Products in February. Since COVID prevented an official retirement celebration,
Arborchem Products Manager Todd Hagenbuch hosted a luncheon at the Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania location. In addition, Vice President Phil Voltz sent him off into retirement with
a speech during the 2021 Asplundh Virtual Managers’ Meeting.
Joe first joined Asplundh in 1975 on a crew in western Pennsylvania as a groundperson.
For the following 10 years, he worked on tree, spray and landscaping crews before
becoming a supervisor in 1985 for the Chemical Department (now Technical Services) at
the Home Office. In 2002, Joe was named manager of Arborchem Products,taking over
Lentz (L) with UtiliCon President
for Dave Krause in this role. He was elected vice president in 2007. Joe has a bachelor’s
Brent Asplundh (R) for his 30-year
degree in environmental studies and a secondary education teaching certificate, both
watch presentation.
from Kutztown University in Pennsylvania. His vast knowledge in integrated vegetation
management (IVM) best practices and techniques enabled Joe to be a leader for marketing herbicide products and equipment
nationwide. He has conducted many trainings and demonstrations on safe herbicide use. Joe has also authored numerous
articles about proper herbicide application and IVM techniques.
Joe has big plans for his retirement! He purchased an RV so he and his wife, Michele, can travel around the country to
explore all the major National Parks, starting hopefully in the
summer of 2021 as COVID measures allow. He also spends a lot
of time biking, having been a rider numerous times on the Tour
des Trees to raise money for arboriculture research. Joe typically
takes an exotic trip to bike somewhere new, and in his retirement
he wants to keep the tradition alive. Joe also can’t wait to spend
some more quality time with his daughters and grandchildren. Safe
travels and congratulations on your retirement!
Due to COVID-19 restrictions, Krause (R) and Lentz (L) could not
have an official retirement party. Instead, Hagenbuch (center) held a small,
socially distant luncheon for them at the Arborchem Products shop in
Mechanicsburg. As a token of appreciation, Hagenbuch gifted them
each a box of cigars to enjoy during their retirement.
SPRING 2021
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Jim Marsh
Vice President
After 41 years, Utility Lines Construction Services (ULCS) Vice President Jim Marsh retired
in February 2021. Marsh was honored at the UtiliCon Managers’ Meeting in January by
UtiliCon Senior Vice President Joe Garvey.
Jim began his career in 1980 in Georgia with an Asplundh underground construction
crew that traveled between Alabama, Arkansas and Texas. Three years later, he was
promoted to general foreperson, then moved back to his home state of Alabama as a
supervisor in 1994. In 2003, Jim was promoted to region manager for ULCS and was
responsible for overhead, underground and substation services in Alabama. Then, in 2010,
he was elected vice president and later assumed responsibilities for operations in Georgia
and Advanced Power and Light (APL) in Tennessee. During his tenure, Jim worked closely
with Alabama Power, the Alabama Department of Transportation, Georgia Power, Gulf Power, the Electric Power Board of
Chattanooga (EPB) and many rural electric cooperatives throughout Alabama and Georgia.
An avid fisherman and car show spectator, Jim plans to travel for more car shows and Key West fishing trips. He also plans
to spend more quality time with his seven grandchildren. Have fun and enjoy your retirement!

Larry Moore
Senior Vice President
Senior Vice President Larry Moore took the plunge into retirement in January after nearly 50
years with Asplundh. There was a small, socially distant celebration on his last day at the
Home Office, and Asplundh President/COO George Graham recognized Larry’s dedication
to the corporation during a speech at the 2021 Asplundh Virtual Managers’ Meeting.
A New Yorker at heart, Larry first joined Asplundh as a groundperson in 1971 in Virginia
while he was taking night courses to earn his degrees in business management and
landscape design from Tidewater Community College in Norfolk, Virginia. He advanced
to foreperson four years later, then became a general foreperson in 1980. In 1983, Larry
moved to the Home Office as a safety supervisor and also served as Chris Asplundh
Sr.’s assistant temporarily before going back to the field as a supervisor in Maryland in
1985. He came back to the Home Office in 1987, assisting Chris Sr. again, then took on
the responsibility of overseeing the newly developed operations in the U.S. Virgin Islands
and Hawaii. Two years later, after the new operations were settled, Larry was promoted to
manager back in his home state of New York where he took on additional responsibilities for
Maine operations and an Asplundh Brush Control (ABC) region. In 1991, Larry was elected vice president and by 1997 he was
overseeing operations for ABC in 20 states. In 2004, Larry was one of three vice presidents chosen to join the executive team
as a sponsor, taking on 10 additional management regions including operations in Canada. Then, in 2016, he was elected
senior vice president. Larry has been recognized numerous times throughout his career for safety performance and storm
response, and was a member of the ISA, UAA and New York State Arborist Association.
For his retirement, Larry is excited now that every day is a “weekend”. He plans to do a few home remodeling projects,
travel to Key West again for a vacation and spend time with his family and friends. Congratulations and enjoy your “weekend”!

Wilmer McWhirter
Vice President
Wilmer McWhirter, vice president for operations in Georgia, retired in January 2021
after 35 years with the company. McWhirter was honored by Executive Vice President
Gregg Asplundh during the 2021 Asplundh Virtual Managers’ Meeting in February.
Wilmer started his career with Asplundh in 1985 on a tree crew in his home
state of Georgia, bringing more than 10 years of experience as an assistant
manager. After four years, he advanced to general foreperson before becoming a
McWhirter with his wife, Ronile, at the 2008 80th Anniversary Managers’ Meeting.
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supervisor in 1998. Wilmer was promoted to manager in 2005, then was elected vice president in 2018. He oversaw operations on
Georgia Power property as well as various municipal, cooperative and electric membership corporations in the state. Wilmer was
a member of the ISA Southern Chapter and the Georgia Vegetation Management Association, and had won numerous awards for
outstanding safety performance, storm response and operational excellence over the years.
Wilmer is planning a trip to Hawaii with his wife, Ronile, and plans to spend time with his two grandchildren, Aspen and Denver,
in his retirement. Have a fantastic vacation and enjoy your retirement!

Phil Tatoian
Vice President/Assistant General Counsel
Vice President/Assistant General Counsel Phil Tatoian
retired in January after 32 years with the company.
COVID-19 restrictions resulted in a bit of a shift in his
retirement party plans, but the Legal Department held a
virtual get-together later in the month.
Phil joined Asplundh in 1989 with 23 years of prior
experience as a lawyer and senior managing partner of
Tatoian, Devlin, Peters and Davis in Somers, Connecticut.
In 2005, he was elected vice president, working closely
with management- and executive-level leadership to
advise them on a wide range of legal discussions,
including mergers and acquisitions, and liability cases.
Phil earned a bachelor’s degree from Colgate University
in New York and graduated from the University of
Connecticut’s Law School in 1966. He is a member of
the American Bar Association and the Pennsylvania and
Connecticut Bar Associations.

Pictured in the virtual retirement party: Tatoian (top L), General Counsel
Mike Keffer (top center), Legal Analyst Greg Fuller (top R), Assistant
General Counsel Ann Hook (center), Senior Legal Assistant Crystal Brough
(middle R), former Asplundh Paralegal Jacob Huey (bottom L), recently
retired General Counsel Chris Hein (bottom center), Senior Legal Analyst
Dave Riggs (bottom R) and Executive Assistant Becky Rohrer (bottom R).

In his retirement, Phil plans to spend plenty of time with his family, especially his grandchildren. He also plans to
tend to his garden where he grows tomatoes, cucumbers, a variety of peppers and also has fig trees. In the past, Phil has
brought in his harvest to share with the Legal Department and that will be surely missed. Congratulations and enjoy your welldeserved retirement!

Mike Zehler
Vice President
Vice President Mike Zehler officially retired in January after 45 years with
the company. Due to restrictions from COVID-19, his retirement party
was postponed until safer times to gather.
Mike started his long career with Asplundh in 1976 as a groundperson
on a tree crew in his home state of New York. A couple of years later,
he became a foreperson and then was promoted to general foreperson
in 1990. In 2003, Mike became a supervisor, and was promoted again
one year later to manager. Mike was elected vice president in 2010, the
position
he held for 11 years until his retirement. As vice president, Mike
Vice President Ralph Guadagno (L), Zehler (center) and
oversaw
all Asplundh tree and spray crews working on various utility
ArborMetrics Vice President Bob Richens (R) at the 2018
properties
in the state of New York, including National Grid and NYSEG,
90th Anniversary Managers’ Meeting black tie event.
as well as many municipal accounts. Throughout his career, Mike earned
corporate recognition on numerous occasions for safety performance and storm response. Actually, when he was announced
as vice president by recently retired Senior Vice President Larry Moore, Mike was unable to attend the Managers’ Meeting that
year because he was working hard on storm restoration during that time.
Mike is planning a relaxing retirement for himself. Aside from taking it easy and doing some planting on his property for the
wildlife, Mike is looking forward to doing some hunting at his cabin in upstate New York. Congratulations and best wishes to
you in your retirement!
SPRING 2021
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CREWS & NEWS: TRAINING TIMES
After a brief hiatus, the General Foreperson Training Program (GFTP), led by Field Personnel Manager Pete Kwasnjuk, resumed in October 2020. The
Field Personnel Department worked hard to successfully transition the GFTP to a virtual event so trainings could continue during COVID-19 restrictions.
Congratulations to all graduates, and thank you to Field Personnel for working hard to come up with a way to continue trainings.
October 19-23, 2020
(Top L to R) Dan Barnett, Pennsylvania; Bradley Bembenek,
Wisconsin; Samual Brookover, Ohio; Jesse Harwood, Michigan;
Zane Haywood Jr., Kentucky; and Freddie Pierce Jr., Virginia.
(Bottom L to R) Matthew Puckett, Colorado; Salvador Prado-Ramirez,
Oklahoma; William Wood, Florida; and Kevin Yowell, Missouri.

November 2-6, 2020
(Top L to R) Derek Davis, Florida; Kieran Hunt, Willow Grove;
Josh Huston, Texas; and Hoyt Inman, North Carolina.
(Bottom L to R) Francisco Mancera, Illinois;
Brian Nalewaja, Minnesota; Raymond Wingate, Oregon;
and Susan Wolbransky, Pennsylvania.

November 9-13, 2020
(Top L to R) James Benton, Colorado; Keith Christianson,
Wisconsin; Paul Dixon, Maine; Chris Hadfield, Pennsylvania;
Curt Hall, Illinois; and Allen Holder, North Carolina.
(Botton L to R) Larry Marcum, Kentucky; Ramon Rivera, Alabama;
Henry Ward, North Carolina; and Heath York, Missouri.

November 16-20, 2020
(Top L to R) Scott Boydston, Utah; Zachary Carper, Kentucky;
Chris Coughenour, Pennsylvania; Richard Deal, Missouri;
Arturo Galan Jr., Alabama; and Cesar Ibarra-Cuellar, Mississippi.
(Bottom L to R) Kenneth Kibler, Virginia; Jamie Knox, Ohio;
Joseph Mruzik II, New York; Jay Tooley, Maine;
and Reuben Turner, North Carolina.
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TRAINING TIMES
December 7-11, 2020
(Top L to R) Eric Doolittle, North Carolina;
Kent Dorton, Florida; Matthew Eagle,
North Carolina; Christopher Hallauer,
Florida; Michael Harris, North Carolina;
Steve Hosaflook, Virginia; and Glen
Ortagus, Georgia.
(Bottom L to R) Dalton Parker, Florida;
Joshua Perkins, Michigan; Scott Rushton,
Utah; Ricky Taylor, Virginia; Carlos
Tinajero, Illinois; and Dale Violette, Maine.

January 25-29, 2021
(Top L to R) Lewis Albea, North Carolina;
Steve Alley, West Virginia; Jeffery Brown,
New York; Matthew Crabtree, Kentucky;
April Gladfelter, Pennsylvania;
Ronald Guardado-Flores, Pennsylvania;
Curtis Hamilton, West Virginia; and
Joseph Harracks, Florida.
(Middle L to R) Chad Johnson,
Pennsylvania; Allen Jones, North Carolina;
Mike Lother, Minnesota; Seth Miracle,
Ohio; and Matthew Newsome, Delaware.
(Bottom L to R) Gene Ouellet Jr., Vermont;
Marc Tarulli, Ohio; Dalton Tompkins,
Florida; Francisco Trujillo Jr., Texas;
and Johnny Wilson, Missouri.

ON THE JOB

Old Tree Growth
On November 7, 2020, a crew from Steve Blum’s Region
in Washington were tasked with the removal of a 200-foot
old growth fir tree that blew over during a storm. This
behemoth tree, which was five feet in diameter, took out two
Early Sun Illuminates ROW

spans of Puget Sound Energy primary wire and blocked 20

While visiting Dan Duncan’s Region in Connecticut to assist with a

residents from leaving or entering their properties. Due to

bid, Arborchem Products Manager Todd Hagenbuch snapped a photo

the challenging terrain, Journeyman Brady Corcoran (L) and

of the early morning sunlight rising over an Eversource transmission

Forepersons Tom Pearl (center) and Rick Squance (R) had to

right-of-way.

get very creative to safely remove this tree. Great work, team!
SPRING 2021
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SPORTSMEN’S CORNER

Mountain Lion Encounter

A Successful Buck Hunt in Kentucky

During the winter months, Crew Leader Scott

In October, General Foreperson Richard

Pfister from JP Paulsen’s Region spends his free

Bow Season Prize

Kleinkauf (R) from David Simmons’s Region

time treeing mountain lions with his hounds in

Work Planner Todd Gibson’s

in Georgia was out hunting with Sawnee EMC

the Montana wilderness. Pictured is a mountain

grandson, Ryley (14), took aim

Forester Carey Chappell (L) in Kentucky.

lion bayed up on a rock outcropping, surrounded

at a 9-point buck on opening day

The two were very successful on their trip,

by Scott’s dogs. After this encounter, Scott called

of bow season in Dresden, Ohio.

bringing home bucks measuring 281 and 211

off his hounds and the big cat returned to the

Todd works in Keith Confere’s

inches respectively.

wilderness. When not enjoying the outdoors, Scott

Region on AEP Ohio property in

runs a crew on Flathead Electric Cooperative

Zanesville, Ohio under Supervisor

property in Montana.

Jeff Anderson and General
Foreperson Kasey Miller.

30-YEAR WATCHES
Vice President Ed Bradshaw (R) congratulated Foreperson Datton Wilson III (L, July
1990) for his 30 years of loyal service to Asplundh. Datton smiles with Ed, showing off
his specially-engraved watch while standing at a safe distance. Datton works on Evergy
property in Kansas City, Missouri.

Manager Steve Blum (L) stopped by
Foreperson Mike Freitag’s (R, May 1990)
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jobsite to personally commend him for

Manager Rickey Bailey (L) gave Work Planner

Manager Mark Williams (far L) had the

30 years of dedicated service and to

Shane Meigs (R, July 1988) a congratulatory

privilege of presenting Work Planner

present Mike with a specially-engraved

handshake and a specially-engraved watch

David Vilvens (second from L, August

watch. For the past 23 years, he has

as a thank you for 30 years of outstanding

1979) with a specially-engraved watch to

acted as a consulting utility forester on

service to Asplundh. Shane plays a key role

commemorate 30 years of loyal service.

Puget Sound Energy (PSE) property. Mike

in the region, planning work for our crews

There to congratulate him were General

is a valuable part of his region’s support

on Alabama Power property.

Foreperson Joe Rohrich (second from R)

team, handling all the customer-generated

and Supervisor Donnie Branum (far R).

tree crew requests across the entire PSE

David helps schedule our crews on Duke

service territory.

Energy property in Indiana.
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30-YEAR WATCHES
On a beautiful fall day in Connecticut, Work Planner John
Kosnicki (far L, September 1990) received a specially-engraved
watch presented by Manager Dan Duncan (second from L).
There to help celebrate John’s 30 years of service were General
Foreperson Dan Glading (second from R) and Eversource
Arborist Bear Levangie (far R). For the past seven years, John
has been scheduling Asplundh crews on Eversource property.

General Foreperson Roger Semeraro (center, May 1990) shared a
socially distanced elbow bump with Manager Dan Duncan (R) and
Eversource Distribution Vegetation Manager Alan Carey (L) on a
sunny day in June. The three met up in Marlborough, Connecticut
to personally congratulate Roger on 30 years of dedicated service
to Asplundh. During their visit, Dan had the privilege of presenting
Roger with a specially-engraved watch.

HOME OFFICE HONORS
Employee of the Year -

Home Office Employees of the Month

Kelly DiNezza

Every month, an employee in the Home

At the Virtual Home Office

Office is honored for going above and

Holiday Assembly on

beyond to support our field operations

December 10, 2020, Field

and their coworkers in Willow Grove,

Personnel Coordinator

Pennsylvania. Here are the latest

Kelly DiNezza was named

three Home Office Employee of the

the Home Office Employee

Month winners.

of the Year. On top of her
regular duties supporting

Jeff Houck (top), a maintenance

the field, Kelly was a key

assistant in the Maintenance

contributer in the success

Department, was presented with

of our first-ever virtual

the December 2020 award at the

General Foreperson

Holiday Assembly.

Training Program. She
worked closely with

Michelle Guld (center), a supply chain

the IT Department to

analyst in Procurement Services, was

figure out how to host

recognized in January 2021.

the training program
through Microsoft Teams, and ensured participants were comfortable

Lane Davis (bottom), a senior

using Teams through self-made instructional videos and one-on-one

programmer/analyst in the IT

meetings. Kelly was awarded a $1,000 cash prize, a specially-engraved

Department, took home the award in

plaque and a personalized jacket.

February 2021.
Thank you to all of our Employees of
the Month for going above and beyond
to support our operations!
SPRING 2021
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FAMILY ALBUM

Seeing Double
Supervisor Troy Rentfrow and his
wife, Lori, welcomed healthy twins
into their life on September 23.
Vaughn Eugene (L) just outweighed
his sister, Sloan Everly (R), coming
in at 7 lbs. 2 oz. while Sloan
weighed 6 lbs. 10 oz. Troy works
under Manager Jim Winemiller
in Illinois, overseeing crews
on Ameren, Norris Electric and
Southwestern Electric properties.

Daddy and Me
Foreperson David Lee Jr. and his daughter, Mikaylah
(10), donned their Asplundh hard hats for a fatherAll Geared Up!

daughter picture before he headed off to work. David

Emily Burke (8) geared up with her

works on PECO property in Pat Pinelli’s Region in

Asplundh hard hat, sweatshirt and

Pennsylvania. He and Mikaylah love being goofy

toy chain saw to help daddy, Crew

together and riding roller coasters at Dorney Park and

Leader Anthony Burke, split wood

Six Flags Great Adventure any chance they get.

in their backyard. Anthony works on
ConEdison property in Ryan Swier’s
Region in Westchester, New York.

IN MEMORIAM
Margaret “Peggy” Martin (1943-2020)

Margaret “Peggy” Martin passed away peacefully in December
2020. She was 77 years old.
An Asplundh employee of 17 years, Peggy retired in March
2009 from the Accounts Payable Department in the Home
Office in Willow Grove, Pennsylvania. She began her career with
Asplundh working in the Equipment Accounting Department
in 1992 within the fuel payment team. By 1996, Equipment
Accounting merged with Accounts Payable and Peggy was
responsible for reconciling fuel bills against the many credit card
slips sent in from the field before the WEX fuel card.
Embracing the Asplundh family culture, Peggy’s daughter-inlaw,
Andrea Martin, joined the company as a corporate billing
wedding of their grandson, Shawn (second from R), and his new
specialist
in the Customer & Field Liaison Department. Peggy is
bride, Janelle (second from L), in July 2020.
remembered by her former coworkers for her incredible sense of
humor and wonderful laugh, even when mountains of fuel slips piled up on her desk!
Peggy (far L) and her husband, Bob (far R) celebrating the

After Peggy retired, she enjoyed traveling with her husband, Bob, camping with her family and surrounding herself with the
company of her grandchildren and great-grandchildren. She was also an active member of an off-road racing group since the
1980s in addition to volunteering with her local polling place and offering help to her neighborhood’s Christmas Eve parade.
Peggy is survived by her husband, Bob; her children, Barbara, Robert (Andrea), William and Marc (Kim); her brothers, Robert
and Henry; and nine grandchildren and four great-grandchildren. Our sincere sympathy to all those who knew and cared for Peggy.
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Edward K. Asplundh (1932-2020)

Edward Kessel Asplundh, former president and board member of Asplundh Tree
Expert Co., passed away peacefully in December 2020. He was 88 years old.
Edward was the son of late Emilie K. and Carl Hj. Asplundh, one of the three
brothers that founded Asplundh in 1928. A graduate from the Wharton School of the
University of Pennsylvania with a bachelor’s degree in economics, Edward began his
34-year career at Asplundh in 1958 after serving as a pilot in the U.S. Air Force. He
climbed up the ranks to become a vice president in 1962, board member in 1964 and
then was elected executive vice president in 1967. In 1982, Edward became president
of the company, serving in this capacity for 10 years.
Edward was devoted to his community and volunteer work, serving on the board
of directors for the Bryn Athyn Church and the Academy of the New Church. He also
served as president of the board of Abington Memorial Hospital and led the ‘Campaign
Edward K. Asplundh circa 1984.
for a New Century’ committee there. Edward was a long-time member of the Asplundh
Foundation and served for several years as president.
Edward is survived by his wife, Gwen; daughters Jacquie, Jill, Barbie and Beth; son-in-law Dave Kosek; eight
grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren. He also leaves behind his brother Carl Jr. and sister Emily Jane Lemole, as
well as extended Asplundh family members in the company and around the world. We send our sincerest condolences to the
family and all those who knew Edward.
E. Boyd Asplundh (1926-2021)

Boyd Asplundh, former senior vice president and member of the board of directors for
Asplundh Tree Expert Co., passed away peacefully in January 2021. He was 94 years old.
Boyd was the eldest son of company founder, Lester Asplundh, and was named
corporate secretary in 1960, but joined the company full time in 1963 to manage corporate
legal affairs. Before starting his career with Asplundh, he served in the U.S. Army during
World War II in Austria and France. When Boyd returned home, he earned his bachelor’s
degree in electrical engineering from Swarthmore College then went on to earn his
juris doctor degree from the Law School of the University of Pennsylvania. Boyd gained
experience by working for a law firm for several years and also as an insurance broker
before joining Asplundh. By 1982, Boyd had assumed a leadership position in Asplundh’s
labor relations and EEO program, and then was elected senior vice president that same
year. He retired in 1989, but continued to serve on the Board of Directors until 2001.
Boyd Asplundh circa 1985.

Boyd is survived by his wife, Myra; their seven children, Edward “Ned” B. Jr. (Neva),
Kristin (Christopher), Reed (Elaine), Ian (Sandra), Joy (Phil), Kurt (Jennifer), and Robin (Tim); and their 29 grandchildren and
30 great-grandchildren. He also leaves behind his sister Leslie Fleischner and her husband, Hans, and the many extended
Asplundh family members around the globe. Our deepest sympathies to the family and all those who knew him.
Chrissy Bowers (1968-2021)

Chrissy Bowers, senior administrative assistant at the Home Office in Willow
Grove, Pennsylvania, passed away suddenly in March 2021. She was 52 years old.
A native to Pennsylvania, Chrissy came aboard Asplundh in 2015 as a senior
administrative assistant in the safety department. For the last five years, she
worked closely with the Safety Department to coordinate trainings in the field,
prepare reports and presentations, and distribute safety-related documents to
various Asplundh business lines. A valued member of the team, she will be greatly
missed for her positive attitude and smile.
Chrissy loved music, especially Bruce Springsteen, and cheering on the
Philadelphia
Eagles. She also enjoyed traveling to the beach and spending time
stands of a Philadelphia Eagles football
with
her
friends,
family and her dog, Jenny. She is survived by her husband,
game sporting her jersey.
Christopher; her children, Sean and Maura; her sister, Suzanne (Jeffrey); and her
brother, Stephen. Our sympathies go out to all her friends and family during this difficult time.
Chrissy in her favorite spot: sitting in the
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SAFETY COIN AWARD:
STEPHEN WILLIAMS’S REGION
While on storm duty in September in Florida, two employees from Stephen Williams’s Region were approached by a Safety
Operations Group (SOG) team member to check out their progress and work site. Senior Corporate Safety Trainer Joe Kern
was pleasantly surprised with what he discovered.
Foreperson Gabriel Campos and Trimmer Adam
Edmondson traveled from their home region in Indiana to
help Gulf Power restore service by cleaning up brush and
trees downed by Hurricane Sally. The crew had been on
the road for two weeks when Kern arrived at their work
site. He noticed their job set-up and control was very well
done and they provided a professional and thorough job
briefing. Their truck was shiny and clean and their safety
gear was on point as well, which stood out among the wet
and soggy environment. Because of their exceptional safety
practices and work site behavior, Kern awarded Campos and
Edmondson each Safety Coin Awards.
Safety Coin Awards are only given to employees who
exhibit outstanding safety performance while on the job.
The SOG does not necessarily provide a heads-up when
they will arrive at a work location, which is why it is best to
always be alert and on top of your game. You never know if
you could be the next recipient of the Safety Coin Award!

Campos (L) and Edmondson (R) show off the Safety Coin Awards
they received for exceptional jobsite performance.

